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ABSTRACT
International Journal of Exercise Science 9(5): 625-634, 2016. Research has indicated
that combined aerobic and anaerobic training (concurrent training) may improve aerobic
performance greater than aerobic training alone. The purpose of this investigation was to
establish any associations between aerobic and anaerobic performance. Eleven participants (n =
11, age = 34.1 ± 13 years, VO2max = 58.4 ± 7.8) volunteered for this study. Participants were asked
for endurance training experience (4.7 ± 3.7 years) and resistance training experience (4.1 ± 4.6
years). To meet training status, participants were to have a VO2max in the 80th percentile as per
ACSM guidelines. The Bruce treadmill test was used to measure aerobic performance. In order to
measure anaerobic performance, several tests were completed utilizing a force platform. A
Pearson Product R Correlation Coefficient was calculated to determine correlations between
variables. The results show significant correlation between VO2max and RFD (r = 0.68). Further
analyses utilizing Cohen’s effect size indicated a strong association between VO2max and peak
force, as well as running efficiency and peak power, relative peak power, and power endurance.
These results indicate an existing possibility that anaerobic performance measures such as RFD
may have a positive relationship with aerobic performance measures such as VO2max. Therefore, it
may be beneficial to integrate specific training components which focus on improving RFD as a
method of improving running performance.

KEY WORDS: Endurance, resistance training, explosive-strength, concurrent
training
INTRODUCTION
Combining anaerobic training, specifically resistance training, with aerobic training has been a
topic of interest for several years. Research has shown that endurance runners utilizing
resistance training tend to have a greater running economy (RE), thus allowing less energy to
be expended during an endurance event (11, 14, 22, 30, 35). Currently, in the available
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literature there is a lack of data determining the most effective form of resistance training to
utilize with endurance runners. However, research points toward training the rate of force
development (RFD) through explosive-strength training at moderate intensities (11, 22, 25, 30,
35). Explosive-strength training should be effective at decreasing ground contact time during
running by improving the stretch-shortening cycle (SSC) which could lead to an improvement
in aerobic running performance (15). Explosive-strength training includes Olympic
weightlifting and various other ballistic and plyometric exercises which include high velocity
components. As stated, plyometric training can be included as an explosive-strength style of
training and has been shown to aid in improving aerobic performance (22, 30). As noted
above, there is ample evidence suggesting the importance of resistance training for endurance
runners; however, the optimal resistance training method for the enhancement of aerobic
performance remains unclear. Therefore, more research is necessary in order to determine the
mode of resistance training that is most important for aerobic athletes. If significant
associations can be established between aerobic and anaerobic performance variables, it may
serve to guide the conversation on subsequent research on optimal resistance training
modalities. Previous research has clearly shown that resistance training can benefit aerobic
performance, more specifically through improvements in RFD (11, 22, 25, 30, 35). Therefore,
the purpose of this study was to investigate associations between aerobic and anaerobic
performance in recreational runners in order to aid in the determination of how to effectively
utilize concurrent training.
METHODS
Participants
Recreationally trained runners (n = 11) were recruited for the study. This included six males
and five females. Recreational endurance runners were defined as an individual with a VO2max
that fell within the 80th percentile for his or her respective sex and age range according to the
ACSM guidelines (34). Participants were required to fill out a Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire Plus (PAR-Q+) form in order to determine if they were physically able to
participate in the study in addition to signing an informed consent approved by the
Midwestern State University Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Protocol
Testing took place over the course of two weeks involving four testing sessions with 72 hours
of rest between each testing session. In order to assess correlation among variables, if any
exists, tests were conducted measuring both aerobic and anaerobic performances. The first
testing session involved signing an informed consent, Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire (PAR-Q+), and resting measures. The next testing session measured aerobic
performance, and the final two testing sessions measured anaerobic performance. The aerobic
variables examined included VO2max, ventilatory threshold (VT), and running efficiency (REff).
Anaerobic variables included peak power (PP), rate of force development (RFD), peak force
(PF), impulse, and power endurance (PE). Participants were also asked about their previous
length of endurance and resistance training experience.
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The second testing session involved determination of aerobic performance using the Bruce
treadmill test (Quinton Medtrack ST65, Bothell, WA) which has been shown effective at
measuring aerobic capacity (4, 8). A traditional Bruce Treadmill test was used which began
with the speed at 1.7 mph with a 10% grade (34). Every three minute stage the speed was
increased at different levels while the grade was increased 2%. Before testing, participants
were given five minutes to warmup on the treadmill. Participants were instructed to continue
running until voluntary exhaustion at which point the test was terminated. Maximal oxygen
consumption, i.e., VO2max (mL·kg-1·min-1) was analyzed with a Parvo Medics 2300 Metabolic
Cart (Sandy, UT). The metabolic cart was also used in order to determine ventilatory threshold
(VT). Ventilatory threshold was determined at the point at which expired carbon dioxide
(VCO2) increased significantly without a significant increase in oxygen uptake (VO2) utilizing
the V-slope method that has proven reliable in the literature reviewed (1, 7). This test also
measured running efficiency (REff), which was measured as the ratio of mechanical power to
metabolic power using equation 1 below (12, 18, 21, 28, 33).
Equation 1

REff = (Mechanical power/Metabolic power)*100

To measure REff, the average VO2 during the three minute interval prior to VT was used.
The first test in the third testing session was the counter-movement jump (CMJ) which
measured peak power (PP) (Watts) and relative PP (W·kg) utilizing a 400x800 mm force
platform recorded at 1000 Hz (Advanced Mechanical Technologies, Inc., Newton, MA, USA).
Prior to testing, participants performed a standardized warmup. For the test, participants were
instructed to place their hands on their hips in order to isolate the legs. Participants were
placed in the middle of the force platform and were instructed to jump as high as they could.
Participants were given three trials with one minute of rest between trials in order to obtain an
accurate PP reading. The highest value for PP was recorded. In order to calculate PP from the
force plate the Sayer’s equation listed as equation 2 below was used (5).
Equation 2

PP = (60.7) * (jump height, cm) + 45.3 * body mass – 2,055

In order to calculate jump height from the force plate equation 3, listed below, was used:
Equation 3

jump height = vto2/2g,

where vto was the vertical takeoff velocity (20). Vertical takeoff velocity was calculated via
equation 4 as follows:
Equation 4

vto = gtflight/2,

where tflight was the time from the instant of takeoff to the instant of landing (20).
The second test on the third testing day was the isometric mid-thigh pull (IMTP). This test was
used in order to measure RFD (N⋅s) and peak force (PF) (Newtons). The IMTP test has been
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shown as an extremely effective method to determine both RFD and PF (2, 17, 31). Rate of
force development was measured in the first 250 ms, as this timeframe has been shown to be
significantly correlated with anaerobic performance (2). Participants were placed in the midthigh clean pull position at which point the hip and knee were placed at a 130° angle and wrist
wraps were used to assist participants with maintaining their grip during testing. The
participants were instructed to pull as hard and as fast as they could on an immovable bar for
five seconds while receiving verbal encouragement. Participants were given three attempts
with a five minute rest period between attempts. The trial with the highest PF was used for
analysis.
The first test in the last testing session was the drop jump (DJ) which has been reported as
effective for measuring impulse (N-s) (26). Participants once again performed the standardized
warmup prior to testing. Participants performed three drop jump trials from a height of 40 cm
with a one minute rest between each trial. Participants were instructed to drop from the box
and land with both feet simultaneously on the force platform and jump as quickly as possible
to minimize ground contact time. Equation 5 below was used to calculate impulse (19):
Equation 5

Impulse = m*g*jump height

where; m was body mass in kilograms and g was the acceleration of gravity. This calculation
measured the impulse of the participant at takeoff. In order to calculate jump height the
previous formulas used for calculating jump height in the CMJ were used. The trial with the
best flight time was used to calculate impulse.
The final test measured power endurance (PE). This test was the Bosco jump test (BJT) which
has been shown to be one of the most effective methods of determining anaerobic muscular
endurance (3, 29). Participants were familiarized with a 90° knee flexion position prior to the
test. Once participants were familiarized with the starting position they were placed on the
force platform to begin the test. Participants were instructed to perform squat jumps from the
90° knee flexion position for 30 seconds. Anytime a participant did not return to the starting
position before jumping, they were instructed to increase knee flexion prior to the next jump.
Power output (Watts) for each participant was assessed for each jump throughout the duration
of the test in order to determine PE. The equations used to measure PP were also used to
measure PE for each jump in the 30 second time span.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive means and standard deviation (SD) were established for group demographics. A
Pearson Product R correlation coefficient was used in order to determine the relationships
between aerobic and anaerobic variables. The criterion alpha level was set a priori at p ≤ .05.
Cohen’s effect size was also used in order to determine the strength of associations, the
equation to find Cohen’s d is equation 6, listed below (13).
Equation 6

d = 2r/√(1-r2)
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RESULTS
Eleven participants (n = 11, age = 34.1 ± 13 years, height = 175 ± 9.7 cm, weight = 76.1 ± 15.5
kg) volunteered for this study. Participants were asked for endurance training experience (4.7
± 3.7 years) and resistance training experience (4.1 ± 4.6 years). Aerobic performance and
anaerobic performance variables for each participant were obtained and can be seen in Tables
1 and 2.
Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of the aerobic performance variables for the participants.
Mean ± SD
VO2max (ml·kg-1·min-1)
58.4 ± 7.8
VT (% VO2max)
78 ± 13
REff (mechanical power·metabolic power)
40 ± 15

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of anaerobic performance variables for the participants.
Mean ± SD
PP (Watts)
1411.3 ± 702.1
Relative PP (W·kg)
17.5 ± 6.0
PF (N)
2540.9 ± 806
RFD (N·s)
2692.9 ± 1541.4
Impulse (Ns)
198 ± 44.5
PE (Watts)
1405 ±702.4

The results of the study showed significant correlations between VO2max and RFD (r = 0.68).
However, after further analysis using Cohen’s effect size strong associations were found
between VO2max and PF (r = 0.52), REff and PP (r = 0.53), REff and relative PP (r = 0.51), and
REff and PE (r = 0.53). The results of this study are shown in Table 3. A post hoc analysis was
also performed in order to examine any correlation differences between sexes. The results are
shown in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 3. Correlation matrix of aerobic and anaerobic variables.
VO2max
VT
REff
PP
0.36
0.14
0.53*
Relative PP
0.44
0.15
0.51*
PF
0.52*
0.17
0.30
RFD
0.68**
0.17
0.15
Impulse
0.24
0.06
0.40
PE
0.36
0.14
0.53*
** indicates significant correlation via Pearson product r, * indicates strong association via Cohen’s effect size.
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Table 4. Correlation matrix of aerobic and anaerobic variables for male participants.
VO2max
VT
REff
PP
-0.51*
-0.22
0.96**
Relative PP
-0.46
-0.24
0.96**
PF
-0.16
-0.28
0.53*
RFD
0.45
-0.18
0.24
Impulse
-0.85**
-0.70*
0.84**
PE
-0.51*
-0.21
0.96**
** indicates significant correlation via Pearson product r, * indicates strong association via Cohen’s effect size.
Table 5. Correlation matrix of aerobic and anaerobic variables for female participants.
VO2max
VT
REff
PP
0.45
0.17
0.55*
Relative PP
0.39
0.09
0.62*
PF
0.13
0.10
0.77*
RFD
0.23
-0.03
0.69*
Impulse
0.01
0.50
0.51*
PE
0.46
0.17
0.55*
** indicates significant correlation via Pearson product r, * indicates strong association via Cohen’s effect size.

DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between aerobic and anaerobic
performance in recreational runners in order to further determine the most effective method of
resistance training for endurance runners. The primary finding in this study was a significant
correlation between VO2max and RFD. Further analyses utilizing Cohen’s effect size indicated a
strong association between VO2max and PF, REff and PP, relative PP, and PE. This leads to the
notion that utilizing anaerobic training which improves upon RFD, PF, PP, and PE should
improve aerobic performance. However, one must note that those variables which had a
strong association via Cohen’s effect size had alpha values ranging from p = .08 to p = .11.
While these values do not show statistical significance, a greater sample size could have led to
a significant correlation. Thus, those variables showing strong associations via Cohen’s effect
size should still be investigated in future research with larger sample sizes in order to fully
understand their implications on aerobic performance.
A post hoc analysis was also performed in order to determine any sex differences in the
relationship between aerobic and anaerobic performance. The results of this analysis did show
differences when examining certain variables of aerobic and anaerobic performance. For the
male participants the main findings were a significant correlation between REff and PP,
relative PP, impulse, and PE. Also, for the male participants there was a significant negative
correlation between VO2max and impulse, and a strong negative association via Cohen’s effect
size between VO2max and PP and PE. The negative associations with VO2max and the
aforementioned anaerobic variables could be due to the fact that anaerobic performance and
VO2max tend to have a negative association with one another, specifically in endurance trained
athletes (10, 15, 24, 32). The main findings for the female participants showed no significant
correlations via the Pearson product correlation coefficient. However, there were strong
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associations via Cohen’s effect size between REff and PP, relative PP, PF, RFD, impulse, and
PE for the females. One must note that when taken separately the sample sizes were six for the
males and five for the females. Such small sample sizes indicate that a larger sample size could
lead to more significant correlations between aerobic and anaerobic performance for both
males and females. The reason for these differences could be due to a number of variables. For
example males tend to have higher power outputs and body mass than females which could
lead to variations in the relationship between variables (6, 9). However, other research has
shown that men and women with similar lower body mass will have very similar power
outputs (27). Examining the physiological adaptations to training between male and female
participants was outside the scope of this study. However, these results, combined with
previous research, suggest that both males and females could benefit from improving power
output.
Improving an individual’s RFD can be achieved by utilizing explosive-strength, high velocity
exercises as has been mentioned. Previous research indicates that participants who utilized
simultaneous explosive-strength training, which emphasized RFD, and endurance training
should improve aerobic performance without altering their VO2max (23-25). These studies
indicate that both maximal and submaximal strength training should aid in the improvement
of aerobic performance through an increase in neuromuscular performance, thus leading to
improved RFD and aerobic performance. One of the most effective explosive-strength training
methods for improving RFD is Olympic lifting which involves the clean & jerk and snatch
exercises (16, 24). One longitudinal study examined the effect of high intensity weight training,
with an emphasis on the Olympic lifts, on aerobic capacity over the course of three years (24).
In order to measure strength these authors used maximal lifts on both the clean & jerk and
snatch exercises. The authors concluded that combining Olympic weight training and
endurance running can improve strength without decreasing VO2max over the course of three
years. The athletes in the previous study utilized both of the Olympic lifts in their training
program, as well as various power lifts, pulling exercises, pressing exercises, and squatting
exercises. When designing a resistance training protocol for endurance runners Olympic lifts
should not be the only exercises used, any lifts considered accessory to the Olympic lifts, such
as squats, deadlifts, presses, etc. should be included in order to maximize performance
improvements in the RFD. Loads between 80 and 90% of 1RM have been suggested as proper
intensities to utilize in order to improve the Olympic lifts in endurance runners (24). Seeing as
how the power variables (PP, relative PP, impulse, and PE) were seen to show significant
correlations to REff for male participants one should use exercises which will improve an
endurance athletes’ power performance. The previously mentioned Olympic lifts should
improve overall power output due to the fact that improvements in power can be achieved
using high velocity movements with moderate to high intensities (16). Other high velocity
exercises such as plyometric and ballistic style exercises can act to improve PP, relative PP,
impulse, and PE and thus aid in improving aerobic performance (16, 22, 30). These exercises
are low to moderate intensity, high velocity movements which will improve the velocity
component of power. Typically, only an individual’s body weight is utilized for plyometric
training and an emphasis is placed on maximal velocity and reduced ground contact time
through various jumping movements. Ballistic training can include body weight training,
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however, other ballistic exercises involve utilizing low intensities of an individual’s 1RM for
certain exercises in order to improve power output (16). Exercises considered ballistic training
include various body weight jumping movements as well as throwing movements, tire flips,
and resisted jumps. A combination of high velocity movements utilizing body weight and low
intensity loads with explosive-strength movements using moderate to high intensity loads
would be the optimal resistance training method for aerobic athletes. In order for aerobic
performance to be at its peak for competition a strength & conditioning professional should
combine the previously mentioned exercises in a properly periodized program which allows
for both improvements in aerobic and anaerobic performance.
The results of this study did not show that any training will maximize aerobic performance
since only correlations were assessed. However, after examining the correlations found in the
present study, one could suggest including anaerobic training with endurance runners.
Endurance runners should utilize a training program which improves upon RFD and power
output. Olympic lifts, plyometric exercises, and ballistic exercises are anaerobic styles of
training which can aid in the improvement of RFD and power output which should lead to
improved aerobic performance when combined with aerobic training. As was seen, there are
sex differences present among the participants used in this study. Male participants showed a
significant correlation between the power variables (PP, relative PP, impulse, and PE) and REff
whereas females had strong correlations via Cohen’s effect size with the same variables and
RFD. Therefore, future research combining Olympic lifts, plyometrics, and ballistic exercises
with aerobic training is warranted in order to determine the various physiological adaptations
of concurrent training. Also, an examination into the different physiological adaptations
between male and female participants using combined aerobic and anaerobic training is
warranted. One must note that the low sample size could have impacted the significance of the
results, thus warranting further research with a greater sample size.
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